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Also Inside:

Will new laws stop teen
graffiti artists?
lllino1s lawmakers are attacking the graffiti problem by giving teen
vandals a paint brush. Those who are caught now have the chance
to clean up the1r neighborhoods instead of facing court charges.
Reporter Wesley Roberts talks to teen graffiti artists and to the
CTA to find out how they feel about the new clean-up code. Read
Page 4.

• Need some tips on how to get
scholarships? Will a college degree get
you a job? When should you apply for
financial aid? Get those answers and
more in our special College Pullout
Section that starts on Page 5.
• Compare your reactions to the new
TV series w1th the New Expression
critiCS. See how you match up on
Page 14.
• Lisa Blackman takes a look at the
DuSable Clinic and how DuSable
students feel about 1t on Page 2. The
editors voice their opinion on the Clinic
on Page 13.

Inside Track
DuSable Clinic emphasizes
health and sex education
Last month New Expression visited
the controversial new health clinic at
DuSable high school to get a first-hand
look and to talk to DuSable students
about the uproar.
The clinic itself is on the second floor
of the school in four rooms. The area has
been remodeled into a small counselling
office, two examination rooms, a laboratory and an administrator's office . It's
possible for a student to enter the reception area at any time of the day and ask
for an appointment as long as the student has a parent permission form on
file.
" Without a parent permission slip a
student can't even get a Band-Aid," explained Laura Johnson , the Hea lth
Educator.
After three months of operation, 1,300
parents have returned permission forms
and 600 students have used the cl inic's
services . Junior Michael Greer is
pleased with the new convenience .
"Now we don't have to go outside for
physicals," he said.
The medical staff operating the clinic
includes a part-time pediatrician , a
part-time gynecologist, an internist, a
nurse practitioner and a health educator
under the supervision of Provident Hospital. In another non-medical office students visit counselor Glenda Pickett
about problems that range from gangs
and schoolwork to parents and relationships.
Students seem to know that the
money for the clinic was granted in order
to reduce the number of pregnancies at
DuSable, which ran as high as 300 last
year. But, so tar, most students are requesting non-sex-related medical services. Only a third of the requests have
been for family planning services, and
most of those requests have been from
male students according to Pickett.
" Maybe the females aren't as bold,"she
said. "It may take longer for the females
to come around ."
Senior Darrell Kelly says he doesn't
think th e clinic will change anything.
"Students are using it as an excuse to
get out of class," he said.
Sophomore Rita Freeman is positive
about every aspect of the clinic except
the dispensing of contraceptives . " If
students want birth control , they can get
it outside ," she said.
But Laura Johnson , the health
educator, points out that the outside
clinics on State Street are only open
during school hours. " Not only do students miss school when they use these
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clinics, but they are examined by a different doctor each time, some of whom
don't even speak English. And there is
no follow-up care ."
Senior Class President Jan Williams
spoke at the Board of Education meeting
on Sept. 25 to defend the clmic. She
urged the Board to keep the clinic open
despite protests from some rel igious
groups.
The Board agreed and will go forward
with a second clinic at Orr high school in
1986. The DuSable cl inic is now being
cal led a "model" by the Board.
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Lisa Blackman

UpDate
Printing lyrics
on albums?
Record execs
veto proposal

Students on the Project InSIDER team present their views on school reform at a press
conference, Sept. 17. Presently, the team is seeking student response to their report, Inside-Out,
published in the September issue of New Expression. Students interested in responding or in
coordinating responses at their schools can call the Project InSIDER office at 663-0543.

The case of the " A rated" record is
more of a mystery now than it was a
month ago.
Last month in New Expression, we
reported on the proposed U.S. Senate
hearings on sex and violence in today's
popular songs.
The record companies are still at odds
with the Parents Music Resource Center
and the PTA. The PMRC is still pushing
for the lyrics to songs to be printed on the
album in clear view, while record companies will only agree to put a warning
label on the outside wrapper saying:
" Parental Guidance: Sexually Explicit
Lyrics."
The PMRC does n't think that the
warning label is enough and, along with
some recording artists such as John
Denver and Frank Zappa, PMRC is
pushing for publication of the lyrics.
The record companies say that they
won't comply with this request because
they have to pay the songwriters additional money to print the lyrics and this is
an expense they are not willing to pay.

Teens for school reform
reach millions through media
Teens can have clout!
That's what the eight Chicago students discovered after they issued their
report on the Chicago public high
schools in the September issue of New
Expression.
Tribune columnist Clarence Page
wrote in the Sept. 22 Sunday Tribune,
"After reading the results, I have come to
one conclusion : We should listen to our
teenagers more often." He goes on to
suggest that students participate on the
Chicago Board of Education.
" At seventeen I never expected to appear on television or to be heard on half
a dozen radio shows," said Lisa Moultrie, one of the eight seniors who worked
on the report. The radio and TV coverage included WGN , WBBM , WBEZ,
WJPC, WGCI and Channels 9 and 26.
Glenyse Thompson, senior at Fenger,

Stephanie Walters
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BIRTH CONTROL ADVICE FOR
TEENS
is available at

The Hyde Park Family Planning Clinic
1000 East 53rd St.
947-4830

0
0
0
0
0

confidential, private counseling
birth control information & supplies
obstetrical & gynecological care
evening & Saturday hours
sliding fee scale

If you or someone you know needs confidential family planning services, call
94 7-4830 now.
a service of
C hicago Osteopathic M edical Center
1000 East 53rd Street
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who acted as the public relations coordinator for the project, reported that the
New York ~oard of Education requested
copies of the report after they read about
it in The Sunday New York Times. The
Today Show called and is interested in
covering the report. And a report on national ABC rad io interested listeners
across the country who have requested
the report.
According to Robin LaSota, also a
member of the project, the people who
have expressed an interest are not
those she expected. "Initially, I thought it
would be hard to get adults to listen to
what we had to say. Now, I see things
very differently. I see that the problem is
not that the adults aren't listening, but
that my own peers do not seem to be
taking an interest and reading the report."

NATIONAL
SCHOLARSHIP
MATCHING
SERVICE
P.O. Bo• 11744 Dept. E,
Chicago, U. 60611

Our computerized data base
will help you find scholarships,
grants and athletic awards for
college regardless of family income or grades. We can also
match you to the right college.
For free applications {specify
interests) or for more information , pl ease ca ll 312-7539461.

II. Dude Ranch Just for Kids

Fun for Kids Ages 7-18
White Pines Ranch
Oregon, IL
Includes: Horseback Aiding, Hay Aides,
Ice Skating , Cross Country Skiing
Sledding and even more.
'
Nov. 29-Dec. 1, 1985
For complete details contact:
Ms. Gaston, 684-8524
Day or Evening
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Gays are victims of teen bigotry
remain anonymous, says, more defensively, " I try to argue with them. Not fight, of
course. But I argue with them because I feel
that they are discriminating against my
rights ."
Both Gladys and Todd said harrassment
does not interfere with their schoolwork, but
they admitted that they feel it's best to conceal their sexual preference. Todd says, " I
would hide the fact that I am gay. If people
come to me and asks me if I'm gay, I would
deny it because I want to keep their
friendship."
Gladys agrees. "I wou ldn't tell other
teens that I'm gay," she said.
School psychologist June Bates says

Watch 'War
Between the
Classes' on Oct.
22 at 4:30 on Ch.
2 about teen
stereotyping.

Photo by Noy Saetla

By Lorna Bates
When Joe (not his real name) walks
down the halls of Bowen high school, students snicl<er and point because he acts
"different".
Behind his back, they call him "faggot".
Says one Bowen student, " I don't like
fags, and when they walk down the halls,
everybody bothers them or just looks."
According to a New Expression survey
of 200 teens at five high schools about their
attitudes towards gay teens, 80 percent
admit that students are bejng harrassed in
their schools because these students declare that they're gay or because they're
labeled as being gay.
Seventy-five percent of those surveyed
believe prejudice or discrimination against
gays is just as wrong as prejudice against
blacks and women. But, when faced with
the situation of being present while a fellow
student who is considered gay is being harrassed , 50 percent said they didn't know
how to stop it. Another 30 percent did nothing but observe, and five percent admitted

to having joined in by harassing these students. Only 15 percent tried to stop it.
Thirty-five of the 200 students offered
examples of actual incidents of harrassment in their schools.
"A teacher talks mean to this boy be-

"Eighty percent admit that
students are harrassed in
their schools for being gay
or for being labeled gay."
cause he's gay all of the time," said one
teen from Bowen. " In P.E. class at Kenwood one person was made fun of because
of the way he runs," reported a Kenwood
student.
Some of the harrass ment included
physical abuse. "This girl in my English
class last year was gay .. . the girls and

Storewide Sale!
Save 35-40% on selected drafting supplies
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architec t scale
6 " bow compass
10 "3o• triangle
lead holder
drafting brush

boys used to push her around," one student
from C.V.S explained. Another student from
Calumet wrote, " I know a boy who keeps
beating on this (other) boy because he
thinks the boy is gay, and he is not."
"This boy kicks these sissies' behinds in
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front of people," described a student from

c.v.s.

When ridiculed for being gay, Gladys (not
her real name), a 17-year-old Clemente
senior who is gay, chooses not to push the
issue. "I just walk away and go on with my
own business," she said.
Todd, 18, who is also gay and wished to
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This is the first in a three-part series on
the way teens are stereotyped.
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she is not surprised by the findings of the
New Expression survey. She says teens
don't do anything against harrassment, despite the feeling that it is wrong, because
''students may have a fear of being labeled
gay themselves or being approached (sexually) by gay students."
Fifty-two percent of the Chicago teens
surveyed thought that an alternative gay
high school, like the new one being established in New York, would be a good idea.
" It's a great idea!" Gladys said, "It's about
time someone creates a high school just for
people like me. I would feel more comfortable around people who don't make fun of
my sexual preference."
Todd has a different opinion about the
gay school. " I don't think that would be a
good idea because people who dislike gays
will vandalize the schools and harrass the
teens who go there. And maybe the community might protest about such a high
school in their neighborhood."
Despite Todd's fears, our survey revealed that a few students are confronting
the problem head on in their schools.
One teen from Bowen said he denounced students involved with the harrassment. "It's not right!" he told them.
A junior at DelaSalle said he told the
Dean of Students when he discovered that
a fellow student was being beaten by other
students. "We all have civil rights," he said
"We're got to protect one another."

• Teen program
available 15-17

• 4 w eek courses
• Lessons
Monday thru Thursday

4:00-6 :00

ORDER 1 to 1000

Come to our factory or phone us
for free design kit
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• Award Letters
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New law hits graffiti 'tag team'
"I'd clean it up. It's
better than going to
jai I."
By Wesley Roberts
The game of tag between
graffiti artists and the pol ice has a
new twist.
Since January 14, when a new
Illinois law went into effect, any
teens who are caught in this game
of tag can be sentenced to work
on graffiti clean-up crews instead
of being jailed or fined.
What do the graffiti pai nters
think of the new code?
Seventeen-year-old graffiti
writer "Mr.Freeze," an Englewood
high school student, thinks it's a
good idea. "I'd clean it up," he
says. " It's better than going to jail.··
" I couldn't handle court," says
Mr. Freeze's friend and fellow
graffiti writer, " T.C." "Going to

court takes too long. I'd rather
clean up the wall." Neither has
been arrested yet.
" I think some writers will stop if
they think that they will have to do
it (clean up graffiti)," Mr. Freeze
said. "But some won't stop. At
least this law will keep some boys
out of jail," he added.
" Graffiti isn 't wrong ," Mr.
Freeze insists. " It is all based on
" Breakin" (a movie which depicted New York break dancers
and graffiti artists) ." First we spin
on our heads in the street and they
(the police) stopped us. Then we
do graffiti in the streets. There is
nothing really wrong with it. At
least we're not drawing gang
symbols - pitchforks (The Disci-

Photo by Greg Wiley
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pies gang symbol) all over the
place."
Mr. Freeze's graffiti symbol is a
hand formed into a thumb's up
sign. T.C.'s is a red rose.
" Break dancing is out; graffiti is
in. We enjoy it - it's a sport," says
Mr. Freeze.
Mr. Freeze admitted that part of
the attraction of doing graffiti is the
risk of being arrested, especially
in places like CTA platforms.
He says he has been doing
graffiti for four years without being
caught. Only four or five out of
twenty graffiti artists he knows
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have been arrested. He doesn't
know what happened to those
who were arrested.
For those who do get arrested
and who choose public service ,
this is how the new graffiti code
works. The juvenile and the owner
of the defaced property must sign
an agreement called "The Public
Service Work - Removal of
Graffiti Youth Division Notice,"
which is provided by the Juvenile
Officer.
If the arrested teen doesn't
show up at the work site, or the
teen refuses to finish removing the
graffiti he is assigned to remove,
the public service contract will be
cancelled, and the teen will be
sent immediately to juvenile court.
A person convicted for graffiti
could face at least one year in jail
and a fine of an amount that would
be up to a judge to decide.
"These kids don't drive around
with graffiti on their cars, so what
makes them think they can go
write on someone else's property, " says Robert Gaines, Director of Communications for the
Chicago Transit Authority (CTA).
The CTA is havi ng increasing
trouble with graffiti, and Gaines
thinks the new juvenile code is a
good idea.
" When these teens have to

clean up the mess themselves
they will think twice before doing it
again," said Mrs. E. Laddie , Youth
Department Supervisor, Department of Public Aid.
"Teens who do graffiti do it as a
result of peer pressure, or, because of their need to belong to a
group, or they do it out of anger,"
Laddie said. "Others do it to gain
recognition and turf through what
they call "tagging," a method of
spraying certain property with
graffiti and repeatedly going back
again to re-deface it after it has
been cleaned up."
"The only reaon I can think of
why they do it is that they are not
aware of the consequences," said
Circuit Court Judge Glen Folks.
" I like the new code. It's a very
good idea. I look at it as an alternative to punishment. Have the
kid work and clean up the mess
he's made, and he will think twice
before doing it over," said Judge
Folks.
Despite th eir willingness to
clean up graffiti should they be
caught, both Mr. Freeze and T.C.
claim they will continue to make
their roses and thumbs-up signs,
enjoying the risk this involves. It's
a game to them - a game that
property-owners would like to see
abolished.
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By Robin Florzak

You may have heard about the millions of
dollars of college scholarship money that
goes unclaimed each year. But, if you're
going to enter the competition for that
money, be prepared to work and to risk.
I should know because I chose to pay for
four years of education at Boston University
- an expensive, private, out-of-state college. I worked, and my family contributed all
they could during those four years, but, ultimately, I needed to convince the judging
comm1ttees of fourteen scholarship sponsors to help me pay for the bulk of my college costs.
Finding outs1de scholarships, apply1ng
for them and winning them takes a lot of
t1me and effort. And competition IS especially keen now because an Increasing
number of college students are seeking
outs1de scholarships to make up for the decrease in financial aid available from the
government and from the colleges themselves
So, here are some scholarship huntmg
tips from someone who dug-up enough financial rud to make it through an expensive
school.

Plan Ahead
Don't wait until the summer after high
school graduation to begin searching for
outside scholarship aid.
Start looking for information about scholarships at least by the spring of your junior
year because some outside scholarships
have application deadlines as early as the
fall of your senior year. Don't worry if you
haven't made a final decision about where
you'll attend college- most outside scholarships can be applied to any accredited
college.
Many outside scholarships use federal
government financial forms as guidelines to
determine student financial need. So, make
sure you send in your Financial Aid Form
(FAF) no later than January of your senior
year (See NE's college prep calender on
Page 12) . This form should be available
through your counselor or any college financial aid officer.

Sources
Scholarships are listed m categones, so
the first step is to brainstorm and to conduct
research to determine prospective categories that fit you . Obviou sly, "g ood
grades" and "need for financial ass1stance"
are factors, but a student's talents ,
achievements and family background can
(Continued on Page 6.)
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Scholarship guide
(Continu~ from Page 5.)
open the way to specialized scholarships.
For example , are scholarships offered for
students with your ethmc, rac1al or religious
background? For members of your sex?
In my case, since my mother is of Italian
descent and my father is of Polish descent, I
looked for scholarships offered by Italian
clubs and Polish organizations . Being
female, I also applied for scholarships offered by women's organizations, such as
those sponsored by the Soroptomist International business women's club.
Also consider any organization that you
or your family belong to. Ask a local club
official to find out if the club offers scholarships. Some examples are Junior
Achievement, The Boys and Girls Clubs,
your local American Legion post or the
Kiwanis Club.
Could your intended major in college be a
category for scholarships? For example, I
majored in journalism, and, therefore, I kept
an eye out for journalism scholarships.
Foundations affiliated to large newspaper
chains, such as Scripps-Howard and Gannett, offer $1,500 and $1,000 scholarships
respectively.

on others (917-3745) .
If a family member is affiliated with a
un1on, such as the AFL-CIO, you could be
eligible for un1on-sponsored scholarships.
Call the union's local headquarters for information .
Other scholarship-idea sources are high
school and college bulletin boards, college
couselors and public and local community
college libraries. (Truman College in Uptown has a good collection of updated
reference books.) More than 100 scholarship reference books exist; ask your librarian for help in locating updated texts that
apply to you .
One very good scholarship reference resource, yours for a mere one dollar, is Need
a Uft, though the American Legion. It contains information on all kinds of scholarships, not just military-related ones. (Write
to: Need a Uft, American Legion Scholarship Program, P.O. Box 1055, Indianapolis,
IN 46206).
Don't depend on computerized scholarship services. My experience has been that
they charge money for scholarship information that you could locate yourself. However, if you don't have the time to do the

"Don't worry if you haven't
decided on a college most scholarships apply to
any accredited college."
Photo by Brent lbata

Can you apply for any scholarships
based on your residency? Call your local
neighborhooa or merchant organizations or
social clubs to see if they sponsor any
scholarships for students in your community. Other examples: the Pullman Foundation and the William Cook Foundation offer
scholarships to Cook County residents.
The Cook Scholarship is for males only.
Check with your family to see if their
backgrounds can help you . Is anyone a war
veteran, in active military service or a
member of the National Guard? Have any
family members lost their lives or been injured in the line of duty as an Illinois police
officer, a fire fighter or a corrections worker?
Do any family members work for the city? If
so, call c1ty or state scholarship agencies or
local military information offices to find out if
you're eligible for special scholarship competitions sponsored by such organizations
as the Marine Corps Foundation, Illinois
National Guard or the Naval Militia or local
AMVETS chapters . The Illinois State
Scholarship Commission has information

research yourself, you may have to subscribe to one of these scholarship services
for possible sources.

Applying
Once you know where to write, draft a
query letter asking for application materials
and for cu rrent deadlines. (Sometimes
deadlines are changed after scholarship
reference books are printed.) Make sure
this letter is neat (typed if possible). Keep it
error-free in order to make the best first
impression.
When you receive your scholarship application forms, make a photo copy of each
and prepare your first draft on the extr<!,
copy. Ask a teacher to review your answers
and then transfer them to the orginal application form - this avoids messy errors.
Again, neatness counts- don't send anything out that you wouldn"t want to receive if
you were the judge of the competition.
Meeting deadlines is essential! Leave
enough time in case something goes
wrong, such as delays in receiving letters of

recommendation.
Be prepared to have to write a lot of essays about your background and your
goals. Don't dash off something at the last
minute- write a few drafts and think carefully about how the judges will view what
you're saying.
If you apply for several scholarships,
you'll find that the applications often ask the
same type of questions. So, keep copies of
all your applications- you may be able to
adapt past essay answers for future use.
Load up your application with exhibits.
For example , don't just tell them about your
awards. Send a copy of the certificate or the
letter announcing you as a winner. If the
application asks for ONE recommendation
letter, send THREE! Try to make your application unique.
Request recommendation letters and
grade transcripts as early as possible. It will
often take other people longer than you expect to fill your requests.
To avoid annoying your recommendation-writers for letters each time you apply
for a scholarship, have them write a general

letter of recommendation for you, and send
a copy of this with your applications. Most
applications do not specify that the letters
should be originals.
After you have answered all the questions and have all your exhibits, take a moment to examine the application and make
sure you have included all the materials
requested. Check the address to make sure
it's right. Small details such as having
" South Michigan Avenue" instead of "North
Michigan Avenue" can make you miss the
deadline.
Finally, send a self-addresssed post card
with your application and ask for it to be
dropped in the mail once the application is
received. This way you'll know the application arrived and have proof that you made
the deadline.
Keep searching, keep sifting and keep
digging! You may hit scholarship gold!

Former NEW EXPRESSION City Editor
Robin Florzak is a 1985 graduate of Boston
University's College of Communication
and the winner of 14 scholarships.

Are you interested in a quality business education?
If so, then you will want to know
about the Washington University
School of Business
Here's what we have to offer:
• strong academic community
• excellent business education
• outstanding job opportunities upon graduation
• affordability (nearly 70% of 1984-85 freshmen received some form of
financial aid)
• dedicated faculty and administration
• ideal location (St. Louis is less than 300 miles from Chicago)
If the idea of a quality business education truly interests you, or you need more information,
plea~e fill out and return the coupon at right.
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
Please send me more information about the
Business School.
Mr.
Name Ms . - - -- - - - - - - - - Mailing
Address - - - -- -- - - - - - - City
State _ __
Zip Code _ _ __
Telephone Number( _ _ ) _ _ _ _ _ __

Send to:
Ms. Mary Field
School of Business, Washington University
Campus Box 11 33
St. Louis, MO 63 130
3 14-889-63 15
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Teens learn, check trade schools
I

Counselors urge
grads to investigate
school's state
accreditation
By Carmen Walker
" It's a shame that there are trade schools
out there offering nothing more than mailorder degrees. Students just must be
careful and investigate first, " warns Dr.
Raymond Par!<er, a recruiter for College
Placement/Educational Counseling SerVICe.

"Check the program accredidation before enrolling. A lot of schools say that they
guarantee job placement after graduation.
But ask students already 1n the program,
and ask counselors where the graduates
were placed," said Joseph McCord, educational consultant at the Chicago Urban
League.
McCord also suggested that students
find out whether a particular school's
certificate diplomas are respected by employers by contacting businesses and talking with people working in the trade area.
" Some businesses have their own job
training programs, so a trade certificate
would be meaningless to them," he said.
Donyelle Smith encountered such a situation in pursuit of an ainine job. She saw an
advertisement for Northwestern Business
College and dec1ded to check out its airline
career program .
"I talked to a counselor there, but it all
sounded too much like a sales pitch," Smith
said. " Then, when I talked to a recruiter for
American Airlines, he said that American
Airlines sends prospective flight attendants
to its own training schools," she said.
Smith said the recruiter suggested she
go through American Airlines' employment
office to train as a flight attendent, since any
other training could not guarantee her a job
with the company.
In contrast, other companies we contacted stressed a general education rather
than a special job training school.
" We prefer that students have a good
liberal education, and trade school don't
offer this," Mary Bell , consultant for Bell
Enterprises Inc. said.
She advises students to attend at least a
junior college for two years, since many of
them offer trade school programs along
with liberal arts courses.
" Students should check their own inter-
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;ts, skills and aptitudes to see if a trade
school offers what they need," Bell said.
Gwendolyn Gilmore, a former studuent at
MSTA Business College in Chicago, admits
that she didn't check on MSTA before she
enrolled.
" For weeks we wasted time doing spelling tests at MSTA," she said. "Then they

Education) sent inspectors to evaluate the
program, we were put on a strict dress code
and were not allowed to talk with inspectors," Gilmore said. " Some students even
signed evaluations recommending the program, but I refused ," she said.
Gilmore is now seeking legal action
against MSTA to compensate her for the

''Advertisements can suggest a
school is accredited, when it is
not."
tried to speed everything up in the last few
weeks, giving us assignments we'd never
even studied before.
"There were just too many changeovers.
It was impossible for them to keep track of
our grades unless we saved all our papers.
And when I refused to do the last minute
work, they termininated me.
"When the State (lllinots State Board of

loss of time and money.
To avoid the loss of time and money
counselors and professionals advise students not to take for granted' what trade
school recuiters tell them.
"Make sure the school is locally or nationally accredited and approved by the
State Board of Education ," Dr. Parker advised.

He also cautioned students to be leery of
schools that are only nationally accredited.
" It's better to attend a school that's also
accredited by a local or state organization .
Almost any school can get accredited by
the national agencies," Parker said.
The National Home Study Council , North
Central Association of Schools and Colleges and professional organizations, such
as the American Dental Association, are
examples of respected national accrediting
bodies.
Advertisements can suggest that a
school is accreditEilP when it is not. Roy
McDermott, director of the program review
division of the Illinois State Board of Education cautioned students to be suspicious of
advertisements that use words such as
'recognized by' and 'state approved' (but by
what agency?) and that use abbreviations
such as 'I.D.P.H.'
The Illinois State Board of Education has
an institutional compliance officer who
hears grievances and complaints against
trade and vocational schools under its
jurisdiction. Write Sam Eubanks, Compliance Officer, Illinois State Board of Eduction , 100 N. First St., Springfield, IL 62777,
phone (217) 782-5517, for assistance.

NACAC's National College Fair.
Meet with college and university
representatives to discuss:
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College programs and majors
Financingyoureducation
Campus life
Donnelley International Hall
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12 noon - 5:00 pm
Monday, October 21,
9:00 am - 1:00 pm
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You r Name
Your Add r ess
City, State, Zip

Name of Person or Depart@ent
Name of College
Street Address
City, State, Zip

..

Daley Colhge can help you prepare for a rewarding, satisfying
career and for transfer to a four-year instituiUJn.

Why do so many
DeVrygrads

DALEY COLLEGE IS

start soJast a
go soJar?

Comprehensive Programs of Study in _m any fields
Liberal Arts
Data Processing
Nursing
High technology
Business
Social Sciences
Humanities/Art/Languages
Adult/Continuing Education courses for
job improvement, self improvement and
for enjoyment - programs for
everyone from 18 years of age through
senior citizens and many, many more!

NEW THIS FALL- ELECTRONICS
Convenient
new campus in your community

Flexible

Day, evening, Saturday classes
Full-time and part-time study
College credit courses aJso available by
television, radio , audio/visual
cassette

Affordable

Low tuition for Chicago residents
Ask about Financial Aid
Programs/Academic and Athletic
Achievement Scholarships

FIND OUT.
F1nd out the power of education
that combines high tech theory
w1th lots of hands-on experience.
Find out why 11 pays to study in
your field from day one , and
spend over 70% of your school

hours on career-d1rected courses.
Find out how working with the
latest equipment - and teachers
who've worked m Industry- can
g1ve you an edge.
Contact us and find out now.

DEVRY. We're serious about success~·
Please prov1de 1nformat1on on:

0
0

Electronics Technology
Computer Information Systems

~~--------------------_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _
~H$

Cty _________________ _ _ __ _

S~••------

ZIP------

~------~--

DeVRY INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY
CHICAGO CAMPUS
3300N Campbell Chteago IL60618

(312)

929-6550

LOMBARD CAMPUS

20005 F1nleyRd Lombard IL60148

(312)

953-2000

FREE CAREER AND
FINANCIAL AID COUNSELING
Call now for information:
735-3000, extension 337 or 322
DALEY COLLEGE
7500 South Pulaski Road
ChiCagO , llliOOIS
' 6()652

,/'

L ~~~~ 'A~~e~~-~Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _j .__ _ _ _o_n_e_o_'J_th_e_ C_i_ry_ c_o_l_le_g_e_s_of
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• Senior 'cheats' on aid forms
YOUTH AND THE LAW

This month's law column is devoted to the senior getting ready
for college. But since the information should be just as valuable a
year or two from now, we're not
forbidding sophomores and
juniors from reading on.

By Rhonda Hawkins and
Ronda Crawford

•Panic pains
Sally Straightay was a good
student, but not good enough to
win a four-year scholarship to the
college of her choice , Cornell.
When she applied for financial aid ,
she discovered that her parents'
combmed full-t1me salaries made
her melig1ble for any of the
school's plans for financial assistance.
Panicked by the thought that
she would have to give up plans to
attend this out-of-state private
school that would cost $10,00Dper-year, she decided to falsify the
mformat1on about family income
on her FFS form.
Sally deliberately "gridded" her
form at an amount that was
$10,000 below her parents' actual
1ncomes.
What Sally didn't realize was
the fact that her parents' tax forms
were available to the FFS staff
Sally's form didn't match the tax
information, and so the FFS asked
Saliy and her parents to appear
before a finncial aid officer to determme whether the incorrect in-
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formation was given intentionally.
Sally's version of the story she said she had guessed at an
estimated income- did not hold
up. The FFS board held her guilty
of dishonesty.
Sally's "record of dishonesty" is
now on record whenever a college
or financial aid service consults
her FFS file. She has been denied
financial aid in every request she's
made , including Illinois Sate
Scholarship aid. She is now attending an Illinois state university.
Sally found out early, with real
pain, that the falsification of information on a signed document can
result in heavy penalties.

• Parent problems
Jerry Compton was also refused financial aid but for very
different reasons. His parents refused to sign his f1nanc1al aid
forms. Jerry had been accepted at
the college of h1s choice, but his
parents were unwilling to s1gn any
papers for h1s financial aid because they feared what the cost of
a loan m1ght mean to them if Jerry
failed to pay.
Although he completed every
form before the deadline, the college refused to process the forms
without h1s parents' signature. He
was forced to delay college for two
years until he could earn enough
money to pay his college bills
without any financ1al aid.
The parent signatures are
needed because the students
who apply for financial aid are
normally considered "dependents." So, in order to change h1s
legal status from "dependent" to
"indepedent" Jerry would have to
prove that he spent no more than
SIX weeks livmg w1th his parents
over the period of a year and that
he had received no more than
$750 in support (food, clothes,
spendmg money) in that time .
Also. h1s parents must have removed him as a dependent from
their Income Tax forms in the year
previous to h1s declaring himself
" mdependent."
Once Jerry has proven himself
an " independent," which may
take two years, he may submit
forms without his parents' signature. And he may seek financial
a1d based on h1s income only.
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•Winning The
Credit Card Game
Dave Somehow, an 18-year-old
high school senior, wants to become a big Hollywood movie director some day. He's applied to
the University of Southern
California and U.C.L.A., and he's
been boning up for a good enough
SAT score to get accepted at the
best film schools in the country.
But now it's October and his
friends are asking him how he expects to survive 2,000 miles away.
" Gee, Dave, your mother still buys
your slacks and underwear!" his
best fnend chides him.
He knows he can't be carrying
cash around with h1m to cover all
of his new expenses on campus.
But how does an 18-year-old get
credit? And should he wait until he
gets to college to look for credit in
Los Angeles?
Dave can apply for credit ca rds ,
even earlier than 18, and he
should establish a serious plan to
secure a credit rating before he

arrives in Los Angeles. A good
way to start is to pick up credit
applications wherever he finds
them - m super markets, gas
stations , mov1e theaters. Keep
applying in the hope that one
company will accept him, probably wih a maximum rating of
$200 or $300.
The next step is to make purchases on that card all though
senior year and to pay the credit
company on schedule so that he
establishes a good credit record of
paying back his loans.
Since Dave is saving money for
college, he should check his local
banks to see which ones handle
VISA or Master Charge and attempt to build a good savings or
checkmg balance in that bank so
that he can apply for a major credit
card. The bank will be influenced
by the amount of money in his account as much as by his age.
In Illinois, Dave will not reach
his " majority" until age 21 and so
he cannot be held liable for his
debts in a court of law, but most
credit card contracts are established in the state where the com-

pany resides, and so that state
may consider Dave liable at an
earlier age. He needs to read the
credit contract carefully. (A girl in
Illinois reaches her majority at age
18.)
A major credit card can be a real
convenience in college because
the college will accept it in payment of tuition or other major expenses if the student maintains a
high enough credit rating.
Next to his college loan papers,
which he and his parents signed,
the credit card contract will be the
first major contract that Dave has
signed on his own. He's opening a
new record book on himself that's
different from his transcript of high
school grades. But his credit record will probably have as big an
impact on his future as his grades
in school ... when he wants to buy
a car or travel or start a business.
We know the temptations of
Tinsel Town so we hope that Dave
keeps his head screwed on tight
with his new credit card. After all ,
we'd rather see him some day on
the Johnny Carson Show than on
the Post Office wall.

BxlO Color Portrait
To introduce our work
to you bring in this ad

and receive a free
8xl0 color portrait,
from a large selection
of proofs. This offer is
good to all 1988
seniors from any ~h
school that Marshall
Photographers does
not service.
There is no sitting fee .
No charge for taking
poses with special effects. Open six days a
week, :Monday through
Saturday, 9 :30am to
8 :30pm. Call for an appointment now.

MARSHALL

Photographers
162 N. State
782-2462

Interested in an
Allied Health Career?
Inquire at:
The College of Associated Health Professions
The University of Illinois
Health Sciences Center
808 South Wood Street
We offer undergraduate careers in:
•
•
•
•
•

Medical Laboratory Sciences
Medical Record Administration
Nutritional and Medical Dietetics
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
We offer graduate careers in:
• Biocommunication Arts
• Medical Social work Graduate Field Experience

For additional information contact:
Lynette O'Nealat~2084

For 139 years,
one of Chicago/and's finest colleges
has been in Wisconsin.
• Four-year, independent, co-ed, liberal arts college
• Wisconsin's oldest college in continuous service, founded
in 1846
• 41 fields of study and pre-professional programs

• A great learning environment
• A national and diverse student body with students from 44
states and 30 countries

• Generous financial aid available
• 90 minutes from the Loop

Bgloit

For more information
Admissions Office
Beloit College
Beloit, Wisconsin 53511

COLLEGE

To go far, go near!
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gate some Early Bird programs. In the
meantime, you can write for college
catalogs and attend college fairs so you
have good information about colleges that
interest you.
Once you narrow down your choices,
make sure the colleges offer the major
you 're interested in. See if they have a day
when high school students can come to the
campus and meet faculty and students.
That's usually the best way to find out if
you'll be comfortable with a specific school.

Dear Ava,
Ava Thompson, a college graduate
of Northwestern University and high
school graduate of Whitney Young
H.S. (Class of '80), answers questions that high school students send
her concerning college. Ava was a
New Expression staff member in '79
and '80.
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my freshman year.
Sincerely, Early Bird

Dear Ava,
After living In a big city all my life, I
decided to attend college in a small
town. I don't know how I will adjust to
this, but could you offer some suggestions?
Sincerely,
College-Town Blues
Dear College-Town Blues,
Having a good attitude is the most important quality in adjusting to life in a small
town. Your college experience could be
better in a small town because there are
fewer distractions, which means more time
for studying and getting to know your
dassmates.
When you do have free time, there's always the chance for good times with
friends. Don't let the size of the town dictate
the quality of your education or your social
life.
Dear Ava,
I would like to do some early planning
for when I attend college next fall. I plan
to live In the college dorms. Could you
tell me what I should take with me? And
also give me the names of some common books which I may have to read in

Dear Early Bird,
Some common items you might want to
take along: alarm clock (most important),
first aid kit, sewing kit, laundry materials,
cooking utensils (if the dorms allow cooking) and an extra lamp for studying. As far
as other ~terns go, let your experience be
your guide.
Don't worry now about the books you
may have to read in freshman year. Instead,
ask your English and history teachers for a
list of books that college teachers will expect that you have already read.
Dear Ava,
I am a junior In high school, and when I
graduate I want to major in marketing.
My problem is choosing a college.
Is it too early to start applying now?
Could you give me some tips on how to
go about choosing a good college?
Sincerely,
Too Early Bird?
Dear Too Early Bird?,
It is a bit early to start applying to colleges. Most won't accept your application
until senior year unless you want to investi-

Attention Young Men and Ladies
Do you have these qualifications to
win a possible
4 Year College Scholarship?
•
•
•
•
•

Must
Must
Must
Must
Must

be single
have no children
maintain a 2.5 or above GPA (grade point average)
be talented
be between the ages of 15-17

If so, you qualify for the
1986 Black Teenage World Scholarship Program
Here's all you have to do:
1. Register for and compete in the Illinois Scholarship Program
2. Win the Illinois Program (male or female)
3. Be available to take an all-expense paid trip to the
National Program, July 1986
4. Send 3x5 card with name, address, age, telephone
number, school and grade to Touch-a-Teen Foundation,
Inc., 2138 E. 75th street, P.O. Box 841, Chicago, Illinois.
Or, you can call (312) 239-3895 for more information.

Dear Ava,
The job market seems to be getting
tighter and tighter! And there are so
many people going to college. I'm afraid
there won't be enough jobs by the time I
graduate from college. Do you think
going for my masters would help assure
me a job?
Sincerely,
Jobless Future
Dear Jobless Future,
You're right, the job market is getting
tighter and tighter for some jobs. But no
degree will guarantee you a job.
First, you should decide on a major. Is it a
field that is growing? Or will its growth be
dead by the time you apply for a job?

8 SAT-testers
score Perfect 800
(Washington YNS)- They're out there,
but we don't know who they are. Of the one
million students who took the Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT) for the 1984-85 year,
six male and two female students answered
every question correctly for a perfect score
of 800 points on both the math and verbal
sections, according to the College Board.
" But we don't know who they are," said
Fred Moreno, assistant director for public
affairs for the College Board.
The average SAT verbal scores jumped
five points last year, and the math scores
climbed four, the largest improvement in
scores in 22 years.
" It shows they have been doing a lot of
homework," said Moreno. " Students who
take academic courses , including four
years of English and three years of math,
and who do a lot of reading on their own
have the best chance of scoring 800 on the
SAT."
Locking yourself in a room and studying
for two weeks is not the way to get the
magic score. " It's not a test you can cram for
- it takes time, not memory," said Moreno.
This year more students scored a perfect
800 points on the math section than on the
verbal section, and males with top scores
outnumbered females.
In the verbal test, 79 males and 59
females scored 800. In math 937 males had
perfect scores compared to 111 females.
On the other end, 40,000 test-takers last
year came close to the lowest possible
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Available now in the Midwest: a quality program
for the training of cooks and apprentice chefs
at a fully accredited college.
r~:--;~;::;;!;:~:;::~ Enrollment is limited. Full financial aid packages available.
For informative folder please mail coupon or call312 .866.1300.
New classes begin each 0 Sept. 0 Dec. 0 Mar. 0 June .

Director of Admissions
-·
·
·
The
Culinary School of Kendall College
l"'i
2408 Ckrington Avenue
Ewanston, rL 60201
..,.,o~..+~

Please send folder on your Culinary School.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

~~~m;;3 Address _ _ _ _ __ __

C•ty - -- --

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

- -- State -- -- Z1p - - - - -

The key is to research the job you think
you'll want as thoroughly as possible. And
keep in mind that snagging a job is often a
·matter of being at the right place at the right
time.
Dear Ava,
I am a high school junior planning to
major in some aspect of business after
graduation. But I don't want to go to
college for four years if I can get the
same training and career in less time.
Which do you think would be the better
advantage, trade school or college?
Sincerely,
Uncertain
Dear Uncertain,
Start looking into the specific aspects of
business you'd like. You can research the
positions at your local library. Try, if possible, talking to people who work in specific
business fields for suggestions. With that
research, you should be able to come up
with the right answer for you: college or a
trade school.
Remember, too, your generation is supposed to change careers three times in your
lifetime because of all the fast changes in
technology, so, don't count on a trade
school to give you lifelong security.

score of 200 in the verbal test and 8 ,200
didn't get math score above 249.

'800' makes college
prep fun and games
(New York YNS) - If you'd like to improve
your scores on college admission tests and
have fun at the same time, try playing BOO
The College Prep Game produced by Playline of Minneapolis, Minn.
BOO has three meanings. It refers to the
800 points needed to win the game. It refers
to the 800 " key words" chosen to help
players get closer to a perfect score. And it
refers to the highest score possible on the
SAT exam .
The game is based on research by Dr.
Jay Amberg of the National College of Education, Evanston, Ill. and Ann Farleigh, a
teacher at Highland Park high school in Illinois.
The element of chance is what makes the
game entertaining says Dr. Amberg. The
game consists of 2,400 questions and answers that are similar to those in the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).
The game is avai lable at Krochs & Brentanos book stores in Chicago for $37.95.
Laverne Toomer

College grads
lose creativity
A new study on U.S. college students
discloses that creativity is on the decline
and that civic involvement is very low.
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching warns that American students are less and less willing to
take risks and so they become less and less
creative. Where are the future inventors,
the artists, they ask.
The study also revealed that students,
generally, are not interested in community
participation or political activity. What does
that mean for the future of a democracy
they ask.

CLASSES

FORI.MNG NOW

Call Days, Eves & Weekends
DIAL·A-TEST HOTUNE 1312) ~0106
ARUNGTON HEIGHTS
437-6650
CHICAGOCENTER
764-5 151
HIGHLANDPARK
433-7410
352-5840
LA GRANGE CENTER

Blair Variety Shop
• Rings
• Watches
• • Over 30 styles of gold chains sold by the
inch
• Unique household accessories
• Personalized bags for school dubs

s.4 W. Randolph, Suite 302
Chicago, Illinois 60601
263-lns

Telephone (

----------------------------------
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College Prep
Calendar '85-'86
October
20, 21 Chicago National College
Fair, Donnelly Hall, McCormick Place West.
26
A.C.T. exam.
Make a list of five colleges that interest
you. Find out what their deadlines are
and if any of them is sending a representative to your high school or to the
College Fair. Remember to include a
range of harder-to-easier schools to get
into.
Make a list of scholarship competitions that you would be eligible to enter:
cons1der your talent (art, sports), your
race/enthnicity, parents' employers or
parents' past military service and the
organizations you belong to. (See Robin
Florzak's article in this issue.) Make a
calendar of deadlines for each scholarship competition you hope to enter.

November
SAT. Exam.
Deadline for applying for the
December 14 A.C.T. Exam.
Maxwell House Coffee Black
College Fair, Donnelly Hall,
McCormick Place West.
Most colleges give you a choice of admissions application deadlines. If you request an early deadline, all your forms will
be due earlier because the college's final
decision will arrive early. When applying to
colleges , be sure to apply for similar deadline dates at each college. That way you'll
get each college's final decision at around
the same time and won't have to wait to
make your final decision.

>

D
0

0

..c:

financial a1d and college application forms o..
over the Christmas vacation.

January
10

Deadline for applying for February 8 A.C.T. Exam.
The Financial Aid Form (F.A.F.) is available early this month. See your counselor.
File it after Jan. 1 as soon as your parents
get their Income Tax W- 2 Forms and
are prepared to complete their 1984 tax
forms.
Make sure you file the FAF. at least
one month before your earliest college
application deadline. Allow three to five
weeks for prossessing. Within that time
you will receive an acknowledgement with
an estimated dollar contribution towards
your cost at that school (if you ask for an
estimate). Be sure to check the box on the
F.A.F. for the Pell Grant if you are eligible.
Be sure to check the box for the Illinois
State Scholarship Gommission Scholarship on the FAF.

2

15

February
7

Deadline for March 15 SAT.
Exam.
8
A.C.T. exam date.
Check your college application due
dates. Check your grant and scholarship
application due dates.
Check on your new rank in class at the
end of the seventh semester. If it's gone
up, ask those who are writing you letters of
recommendation to mention this fact. If it's
gone down, do something about it during
the eighth semester.

December

March

7

14

SAT. exam.
A.C.T. exam.
Deadline for applying for the
January 2 SAT. exam.
Check your scholarship grant application due dates. Hustle your letters of
recommendation and prepare required

14
20

Deadline for April 12 A.C.T.
Exam.
15
SAT. Exam.
Deadline for May 3 S.A.T.
28
Exam.
Look earnestly for a summer job.
Early in the month the Financial Family

Statement (F.F.S.) form becomes available from your high school counselors. It is
also the best time to file. Be sure to check
the boxes for the Pell Grant and the Illinois
State Scholoarship Commission. Allow 6
to 8 weeks for processing. You'll get an
acknowledgement form about three
weeks after you file.
The Student Aid Reports (SAR.) from
the Pell Grant Program should be in the
mail to you if you applied through F.A.F. in
January.
SAR.'s are print-outs (three identical
copies) of the information that the Pell
Grant Program has about you. Make sure
the information is correct. Follow through
on any instructions sent to you on the
SAR.'s.

April
12

A.C.T. Exams.
Many colleges send acceptance/
rejection letters during this month. You
might also be sent a packet of freshman
orientation materials and forms (room and
board, health, insurance, etc .... ). Get
the forms in early. If you are accepted by
one school while waiting for the others to
hand in a verdict, it is a good idea to call the
schools that you are waiting on and find
out the status of your application.
Finalize your summer job plans. If you

haven't found a job yet, you may not get
one. Visit prospective colleges during your
spring vacation.

May
2

Deadline for June 7 S.A.T.
Exams.
5-9
Advance Placement test.
12-16 Advance Placement tests.
16
Deadline for June A.C.T.
Exam.
By the end of the month make sure you
have filed all your applications. If you wait
later than this, you'll run into delays in processing.

June
1

Deadline for all Illinois State
Scholarship
Commission
(I.S.S.C.) scholarships and
grants applications.
7
SAT. final exam of the school
year.
14
A.C.T. final exam of the school
year.
Make sure that the college of your
choice has all three copies of your S.A.R.
and a photocopy of your parents' income
tax return. And before your high school
doses be sure to send a final transcript of
your credits to the college or colleges you
are serious about.

Change my high school?

Readers react to students' recommendations
High school's like
a foreign country
I think your story on students entering high school brought up some interesting points. I know that when I entered high school after grade school, I
was shocked at how much I did not
know.
In grammar school, it's much too
easy to get straights E's in your report
card. Grammar schools should give
their students harder work and have
stricter rules so that when students
enter high school for the first time, they
aren't faced with a totally different
world . High school teachers don't
realize how much we are "spoon fed"
in grade schools.
Chicago public schools should
communicate more with each other so
that we aren't hurt in the long run.

Lucie Ayala
Von Steuben
I am a freshmen at Von Steuben
High School and I especially enjoyed
your art1cle "We've played in the same
show so long ... But we can create a
new scnpt ... A new school scene." I
was valedictorian of my eighth grade
class at Mozart and I received much
more attent1on there than I feel I will
ever receive here.
I expected things to be different m
h1gh school, but it IS a foreign environment to me. I somet1mes get the feeling
th at teachers don't care as much in
high school as they did in grade school.
One of my teachers actually believes

If)
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that the ideal student is the one that she
doesn't recognize. I feel that this is
drastically wrong but I can do nothing
about it.

Sharry Tidwell
Von Steuben

Tracks cause
isolation problem
As a student of Hyde Park Academy,
and as a former mini- magnet student, I
ca n support your recommendation
about having a required multi-ability,
untracked class.
The Project Insider report calls for a
credit course each year of high school
where 20 students from different tracks
form a class that studies current events
that affect teens, sex education, career
education and school issues.
When I was in mini-magnet I was
totally isolated from the magnet students and regular students. Then I was
asked to move into classes with the
magnet students, I was hesitant. Going
into magnet was just like going to a new
school. I had to face making new
friends and being unknown.
I can't help but think if there had been
this multi-track class that Project Insider recommended , I would not have
had to face the nervousness and anxiety th at I did.

Monique R. Johnson
Hyde Park Career Academy, senior

Teacher objects
to standardized
college
requirements
I have read with interest your
thought-provoking project report included in the September issue. One
recommendation which I wish to discuss is No. 8, which urges the National
Association of College Admissions to
prepare a booklet which would list
authors, skills, and specific units of curriculum which should be learned by
high school students who wish to go to
college.
I find this recommendation both unworkable and unwise. It is unworkable
because the variety of requirements
and standards among American colleges is so great. Furthermore, there is
no reason why we should worry about
this variety.
American colleges are designed to
provide for wide differences in cultural
and academic background because it
is a basic belief in American social values that every student who wants to go
to college should go.
I understand the feelings behind this
recommendation, however. People always have a tendency to feel that if
everybody did the same thing at the
same time all over the country, all of us
would be safe from criticism. But we
have to be very careful: the educational
differences in this country are a precious part of our national freedom . Identical curricu la would be a disatrous
substitute.
Dagny D. Bloland
English Teacher, Whitney Young

Gil bel Gomez faces Sun-Times reporter Tim
Padgett after she and seven other public
school juniors present their recommendations on school reform in a press
conference, Sept. 17. Their report on the
schools, called " Inside-Out," appeared In the
September Issue of New Expression . The letters printed on this page are reactions to that
report. (See Page 2 for further Information.)

Right on,
Project InSIDER!
I read the " Inside Out" report and I
agree with everything. A community is
the best idea for high schools. The " Inside Out" report should be read by
every teacher, prinipal and students.

Francis Anderson
Corliss, Sophomore

I Ooinion
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DuSable provides crucial student need
Art by Christina Thompson

Mary is a public high school student.
Today is Monday, but Mary is not in
school! She's waiting in a neighborhood clinic for her name to be called.
She had called the clinic two weeks
ago for their first available appointment. She had been having severe
menstrual cramps for the last three
months, so bad that she has missed
several days of school.
At the clinic's reception area, the lady
tells her to go into an examination
room. There she waits for what seems
to be half an hour for the doctor.
" Meez Mareelah Joahson?" the
doctor asks with a heavy accent.
" No, it's Johnson" she corrects him.
" Joohson?"
" No! Johnson, John-son ."
After awhile she gives up trying-to be
understood. She feels very uncomfortable talking about her personal health
problem with a doctor she can barely
understand. Who can blame her?
What happened to Mary would not
have to happen to a DuSable student.
Now DuSable has a clinic right in the
school. The first Chicago Public High
School to have a clinic on its own
grounds!
Convenient? Yes, but it is more than
that. A Mary in DuSable would not miss
a day in school unlike a Mary in another
school. With a signed permission slip
from her parents, she will have access
to a specialized medical staff. No other
Chicago high school has this!
In the clinic Mary can come in at her
study period or lunch and the receptionist will see if she has a permission
slip on file . If she is suffering from serious cramps she can lie down in the
clinic until one of the doctors or the
nurse practitioner can see her.
Mary can make an appointment with
the gynecologist, a person that is
recognized by the student body and
known by name and reputation just as
teachers are. After the examination , if
the doctor determines that she needs

medication , she can secure the
medicine right at the clinic. If the clinic
doesn't have a supply, then Mary can
go to Provident Hospital, Qear the
school. All these services and medication are free.
Clearly, having a clinic in a school is
an advantage, so New Expression is
sorry to hear that some Chicagoans
are offended by DuSable's clinic because the clinic will dispense contraceptives as part of its medical services,
just as hospitals and city clinics do.
DuSable's parents want the clinic,
and those parents who object to the
services do not give their permission
for their son or daughter to be treated.
Why should outsiders object to
parents and students and the school
agreeing about what is suitable health
care as long as the student and family
are not forced to use it?
The only concern New Expression
has is that the clinic might be used as
an excuse not to improve sex education. The principal of DuSable, Dr.
Steinhagen, said publicly on WJPC,
that DuSable has very good sex education classes. She also said that despite these " good" sex education
classes the students don't use the
knowledge they learn in class because
they don't think it can happen to them.
Well, this statement, we think, is a
very offending stereotype of teenagers. With sensitive teachers and a
good curriculum in sex education over
four years, teens would stand a better
chance to apply good judgment in their
sex relationships than they do with the
type of classes they're now receiving in
freshman physical education clases.
We hope that Dr. Steinhagen takes the
time to sit in on the sex ed classes at
DuSable to check them out for herself.
New Expression is happy to hear
that another clinic is scheduled to open
at Orr High School next year. We hope
that money can be raised for more
clinics to open in other schools.

Your class ring can be as precious as
your memories. When it's real gold.
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or helps you recall those
~·
special times so clearly as your own personal class ring
from Balfour. And when it's crafted in the timeless beauty of
14k gold, your ring can make those moments even more enduring. Real gold. Yellow or white. Do those precious memories
deserve anything less?

BALFOUR
8745 SOUTP- KED7ciE ~ VF.
EVERGREEN PARK, IL .
425 - 0130

0Balfouf No one remembers in so ma11y ways.
18
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Join New Expression staff!
Are you interested in joining the New
Expression staff as a reporter or reviewer? Then come to the second allcity meeting on Wednesday, Oct. 27 at 4
pm (207 S. Wabash at Adams and
Wabash, 8th floor.) If you are unable to
attend, but would like to join the staff, call
Lisa Moultrie at 663-0543.
The photographers for New Expression will meet at 4 pm on Monday, Nov.
4 . If you have a 35mm camera and
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Entertainment ·
ENTERTAINMENT
BEAT

TELEVISION
New Expression TV
critics have prepared
their own version of
TV Guide with reviews of
the season's new shows.

by James Gultry Jr.

MOVIES
Teen wnter S.E. Hinton will see her
novel That was Then , This is Now
come to ltfe November 11. The movie
will star Emilio Estevez, who was last
seen m "St. Elmo's Fire." On Nov. 27 we
wtll finally see what we've been wattmg
for (joke) , " Rocky IV," played by Sylvester Stallone, who ftghts a Russian in
the ring.
Richard Pryor's "Jo Jo, Your Ltfe is
Calling" will open Dec. 13, but before
that, Meryl Streep along with Robert
Redford, will open here m "Out of Afnca".
Tom Hanks has found hts other red
shoe and will now be walking on to
"Money Pit," a movie which stars Shelly
Long.
In ti me for Christmas IS the story of
"Santa Claus," featunng Dudley (The
Midget) Moore wtth John Lithgow.
" Whtte Ntghts, " whtch is being
heralded for 1ts sound track mcludes
Lionel Richie, Phil Collins and Chaka

TELEVISION
The made-for-TV mmt-series will
sweep m next month to build up those
precious ratings. Elizabeth Taylor will
guest star with Johnny Cash, Morgan
Fairchild and Gene Kelly in the ABC
mini series "North and South." Then
Joan Collins is going to take the role of
VALUABLE COUPON!
PHOTOGRAPHY PHOTOGRAPHY

Twilight Zone

Oprah Winfrey

Khan. It focuses on the dancing of Gregory Hines.
Producer and director Steven Spielberg's first all-black movie "The Color
Purple," is scheduled for a Christmans
release. Naturally, we're all waiting to
see the acting of Chtcago's own Oprah
Winfrey and comedian Whoopi Gladberg. The sound track for this movie will
feature the talent of Quincy Jones and
Andre Crouch.

a Parisian fashion mogul sinning over
seven hours with Gene Kelly (will Gene
get tired of these beautiful women?) in
"Sins."
Beverly (back from her European Vacation) D'angelo will spend four hours
investigating with Richard Crenna in a
gory switch of heads on corpses, called ,
appropriately,"Switch." Richard (Thorn
Birds) Chamberlain has quit the priest
hood and is now heading west as a frontiersman politican in " Dream West."
This season is filled with one-time returns of TV series from the past. There's
" The Return of Perry Ma son " with
Raymond Burr and the original Della
Street. And " I Dream of Jeannie: 15
Years Later" starring , of course, Barbara Eden minus Larry Hagman
(maybe Victoria Principle is wearing him
out on Dallas) . Also " Return to
Mayberry" with the whole rural gang:
Andy (Andy Griffin), Opie (Ron Howard)
and Barney Fife (Don Knotts).

MUSIC

Prot oulonol
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Duran Duran members Simon Le
Bon, Nick Rodes and Roger Taylor
have united (since that Power Station
business is over) and have cut a new
album entitled "So Red the Rose."
It has been almost a year since Prince
and Appolonia Kotera had their affair
on screen in " Purple Rain." Now they
return to the screen in separate roles:
Appolonia Kotera in the fifth episode of
" Falcon Crest" and Prince in his movie
with Madonna , " Under th e Cherry
Moon." However, word has it the great
Morris Day may have some screen credits coming up to compete with Prince.

FASHION
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In addition to entertainment news,
we'll periodically report on what's happening in the fashion world.
Princess Stephanie of Monaco is
putting her name on a line of swimsuits
and Stephanie Powers of the canceled
TV series Hart to Hart will now release a
Stephanie Career-wear collection designed by Spitalnick & Co.
Exercise and health freak Richard
Simmons has put his popular name on
sportswear for larger-sized women.
(That's nice of Richard to take advantage of overweight women.)
Ferrari , the Italian auto company
name, will soon appear on a group of
Cartter accessories. This will include
sports watches, sunglasses and attache
cases. However, the name Yves Saint
Laurent, which of course is just as wellknown as the Ferrari name, will be 1n
competition for the eyeglasses market.

Rod Serli ng revolutionized science
fiction with his brilliant senes "Twilight
Zone," in 1958. His hopeless victims,
placed at the mercy of supernatural
forces that o ngmate in the human
psyche, still draw unsuspecting viewers
into terror and compassion.
And now the new TV series attempts
to recapture that spirit without Serling,
who died in 1975. The producers even
allow an announcer to tmitate Rod Serling's voice.
The first episode was well done with
all the pathos of the original series, but
the second story about a harried
housewife who achieves the power to
freeze everything in the world - and
does so just before nuclear war - is
disappointing and pointless.
I predict that this sequel will fall short
of the original, but it will still appeal to
science-fiction buffs. Watch it Fridays,
Channel 2 at 7 pm.
Jack Stoller

Stir Crazy
All those who saw "Stir Crazy" the
movie, starring Richard Pryor and Gene
Wilder, will be very disappointed in Stir
Crazy the TV series.
The show is about two men, Harry
Fletcher (Larry Riley) and Skip Harrington (Joe Guzaldo), who, as in the movie,
are falsely accused of murder and are
wanted by the police. In particular they
are wanted by the captain of the Seattle
police force.
But the plot doesn't work as a onehour TV script which turns into a catand-mouse game on film . I predict that
viewers will soon tire of the chases,
which are not really as exciting or as
funny as the original film.
Stir Crazy appears on Wednesday,
on Channel 2 at 7 pm.
Tanya Bonner

Amazing Stories

Amazing Stories
Steven Spielberg's movies, especially
" E.T.," "Close Encounters," and " Raiders of the Lost Ark" have an uncanny
way of emotionally involving the viewer
in the adventures of his characters. But
Spielberg's adventures don 't condense
well into half-hour plots.
" Amazing Stories," on Channel 5
Sunday nights at 7 pm, attempts to capture this spirit, but fails. With less time to
build up the plot and create suspense,
the climax falls short and the usual
Spielberg emotional high is lost.
Jack Stoller

The Insiders
This clone of NBC's hit drama Miami
Vice stars Nick (Nicholas Campbell), a
free lance magazine writer, and his side
kick Mackey (Stoney Jackson) as an
ex-con.
These two not only copy the race differences of the Miami Vice stars but
also plug their show with music to go
with the action.
But the action can't be copied. Let's
face it, vice cops are more believable
pursuing danger than gung-ho free
lance writers, even good looking reporters. You may find better things to do on
Wednesday at 7 pm. (Channel 7).
Faith Tucker

MOVIES
The Journey of
Natty Gann
This journey of a 14-year-old is one of
the best movie stories of the year.
The film opens in Chicago in 1935,
with Nath ali e (Meredith Sa lenger)
searching for her only parent, Sol Gann
(Ray Wise), after she mistakenly thinks
he has abandoned her.
Natty runs away from the strict
guardianship oT Connie (Lainie Kazan),
to find him.
The foundation of the movie is the superb acting of Meredith Salenger. She
portrays Natty's tomboyish character
with sensitively and humor. She's a teen
growing up in a world of despair and
hunger during the Great Depression.
She does everything from breaking
curfew to fighting a boy in the men's
bathroom because he calls her father a
"commie."
John Cusack (Harry) also handles his
role with style as an ambitious, struggling young man who teams up with Natty
to find her father.
The realistic settings, excellent costume design and the use of black and
white film all help to re-create the harsh
world of the 1930's.
In one scene Sol is about to give up a
job at a lumber camp in order to stay wtth
Natty. He stops outside the unemployment office and looks at the sunken,
hopeless, almost lifeless faces of the

The Journey of Natty Gann

other men who don't have jobs. My
stomach sank as I grasped the Great
Depression more in that one scene then
I ever did from reading about it in history
books.
This movie is more than a depressing
story about a runaway. It is the story of
learning to achieve happiness despite
the bumps of life.
In all, the movie was great from its sad
beginning to its triumphant end, which
might even bnng Mr. T to tears.
The Journey of Natty Gann is truly a
must see movie.
Tanya Bonner
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NEW LOCATIONS
Downtown
162 NORTH STATE STREET
(Across from the "Chicago Theater")
lOth Floor Room 1018
Open: Monday thru Saturday 12:00 to 5:00
Phone: 641-1830

SOUTH
2115 EAST 87TH STREET
(Across from C.V.S. High School)
Open: Monday thru Friday 11:00 to 3:30

NORTH
3455 NORTH WESTERN AVE.
(Across from Lane Tech High School)
Open: Mondays only 11:00 to 3:30

--------------------------------------------·
Discount & Free Champagne Glass

$10.00 off price of gold ring plus
$10·00
OH
Off
Free "Class of 86 or 87" Champagne Glass
to first 200 who order
(Coupon good only at our 162 N. State Street Store)

$to.oo

$1o.oo
OH

Expires 1V9/85

$1o.oo
Off
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Entertainme t
MUSIC
Freddie Jackson
Rock Me Tonight
This debut album of Freddie Jackson
makes creative use of a variety of mus1c
styles that include two current top ten
hits titled " You Are My Lady" and the title
track, " Rock Me Tonight."
Most of the other songs on the album
are totally different from the two hits.
They're jazzy
One song, "Good Morning Heartache" opens as a slow love song, then
plunges into a very Jazzy arrangement
accompamed by vanous horns and pulsating drum rhythms without changing
its slow beat.
"A Song of Love," on the other hand,
sounds so much like George Benson's
dull style that it IS very forgetable.
If you enjoyed Freddie's first two big
hits, you may enjoy his other songs as
much as I did. They're bound to get radio
play so that you can listen for yourself
before you 1nvest in the album.

their strong, suggestive lyrics and the
subject matter of the lyrics. especially
smce groups of parents are getting together to try to censor record lyrics or at
least have ratings on albums.
Songs like "Black-eyed Blonde, "
which is about a sleazy girl showing
guys a good time and "Catholic School
Girl Rules," which is about a girl acting
like Sister Christian in school and like a
whore out of school have especially degrading lyrics and are what most of the
rest of the songs are about.
I found the lyrics offensive and that's
really too bad because the music is very
enlightening.
I would not recommend " Freaky
Styley" to Red Hot Chili Peppers fans
because Clinton's style is more prominent, although Clinton fans may enjoy it.
Desiree Washington

Veda Baugh

Luther Vandross
The Night I Fell in Love

Freaky Styley
The Red Hot Chili
Peppers
The Red Hot Chili Peppers are one of
the best new bands I've heard so far this
year.
The music the Peppers play is very
original and alive because it provides a
mixture of rock 'n' roll, guitar riffs and
rapping beats along with the usual raptalk lyrics.
Producer George Clinton's style is
very prominent on the title track and on
"Yrtle the Turtle," "Jungle Man" and
"Brother's Cup." But on the songs that
George didn't produce, such as " Sex
Rap" and "Lovin' and Touchin'," the
Peppers' fast-paced, rock-oriented rap
music preva1ls.
Their music floods the ear with rapid
drumming and wild guitar-playing. It's so
energetic: I felt like dancing.
Clinton's productions, such as "Yrtle
the Turtle" and "Lovin' and Touchin',"
aren't very fast paced. In fact, they have
a marching beat with a laid-back sound.
The Peppers just might get caught in
the fire over record ratings because of

Luther Vandross's most recent album
"The Night I Fell in Love" 1s without a
doubt a great piece of work. The songs
are delivered by Vandross with the precision and style found only in Vandross's
music.
Style is not what's lacking in this
album. More noticeably absent, is originality ... creativity. The songs are good,
but so are Vandross's other works. I
noticed a pattern in the music and lyrics
of this album that can be compared to
one of his other works.
"Til My Baby Comes Homes" is a
light, bouncy tune with jazzy undertones.
One of his best ballads. "If Only for
One Night," is a romantic song, JUSt the
kind of song Vandross is known for.
Although they don't rival the songs
he's known for, "A House Is Not A
Home" and "Superstar" are two of the
most touching pieces of work I've come
across in a long time.
Despite my reservations, I would
recommend this album for those of you
who like easy listening.
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